
The best science suggests that increasing CO2 concentrations will continue 

warming the planet but that the effects of such warming are likely to be moderate 

and manageable.
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Most climate scientists believe human CO2 emissions have been warming the planet and 

will continue to do so, but there is not a consensus that such warming will be rapid and 

catastrophic. 

 

Reports in the mainstream media tend to use the most extreme predictions of climate 

models and disregard uncertainties. Satellite data indicates that CO2 has a modest 

correlation to a relatively small amount of warming, and past predictions about climate 

change have usually erred toward predicting more warming than what has occurred.

 

A study of satellite data concluded that over the past three decades, the worldwide 

gross productivity of plants increased substantially, primarily due to CO2 fertilization and 

mild warming. The effects on crop yields are overwhelmingly positive.

 

The atmosphere and the global climate are never static, and we should not base policy 

decisions on attempting to preserve an “ideal” climate. Every kind of climate has its 

advantages and disadvantages.

CO
Things Every American Should Know

CO2-emitting energy has dramatically increased overall climate safety by giving 

us the abundant energy we need to protect ourselves against the inherently 

dangerous climate.
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Calculations based on data from EM-Dat—which tracks deaths from flood, droughts, 

extreme heat, extreme cold, storms, and wildfires—shows a 98% decrease in the rate of 

climate-related deaths since significant CO2 emissions began 80 years ago.

 

Economic freedom and the prosperity afforded by abundant and reliable energy leads to 

better environmental protection. The United States achieved dramatic environmental 

improvements in the past 50 years while increasing our energy use.

 

High energy prices lead to less protection from extreme heat and cold, flimsier buildings, 

more frequent blackouts, less technology for good forecasting, fewer resources for 

disaster preparedness, and more.

 

Predictions of mass deaths due to stronger and more frequent heat waves, which 

underlie the economic impact projections of many climate assessments, neglect our 

ability to adapt to changes in climate.
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https://lifepowered.org/climate-change-doomsday-hype-vs-reality/
https://files.texaspolicy.com/uploads/2018/08/16102354/ACEE-Global-Temperature-booklet-July-2016-PDF.pdf
http://sites.bu.edu/cliveg/files/2016/04/zhu-greening-earth-ncc-2016.pdf
https://www.thegwpf.org/matt-ridley-global-warming-versus-global-greening/
https://lifepowered.org/economic-freedom-leads-to-cleaner-air/
https://lifepowered.org/improvements-in-u-s-pollution-since-the-1960s/
https://www.manhattan-institute.org/sites/default/files/Cass-Testimony-May2018.pdf


CO2-emitting energy resources are currently the only means to produce enough 

affordable, reliable energy for the billions of people that need to be lifted from 

poverty.
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Policies that attempt to restrict CO2emissions are not usually grounded in a 

realistic assessment of costs and benefits.4

More than 80% of the world’s energy and most industrial and consumer products are 

derived from hydrocarbons or fossil fuels—the most affordable, abundant, reliable energy 

source today.

 

Fossil fuels have helped raise life expectancy, increase our standard of 

living, revolutionize agricultural production, and make it possible for the earth to 

support billions of people.

 

The biggest climate threat to poorer nations is their inability to cope with climate danger 

due to a lack of energy and technology. The best way to help them is not to lower our 

emissions or force them to use wind and solar energy but to increase their access to 

energy from all available sources.

 

Solar and wind may be suitable for marginal energy production, but their intermittency 

and low energy density make them unsuitable for powering the bulk of a modern 

economy.

If the U.S. switches to 100% renewable electricity generation starting in 2020, the 

atmospheric concentration of CO2 would be a mere 0.9% lower in 2050, and global 

temperatures would be reduced by 0.025°C. If U.S. emissions were eliminated starting in 

2020, it would reduce 2050 CO2 levels by only 2.9% and temperatures by 0.077°C.

 

Instituting a carbon tax or a cap on emissions in the U.S. to reduce by some fraction 

these already minuscule effects is a regressive policy that will limit economic freedom 

and hurt the poor and middle class.

 

Bans on the extraction of fossil fuels and the production of energy from them —through 

caps, mandates, international agreements, and investment restrictions—are immoral 

and harmful in a world where billions are still suffering from energy poverty.

 

International agreements such as the Paris Agreement will restrict economic growth 

and create a system of global wealth redistribution and dependence while doing little 

to mitigate warming.

At Life: Powered, our goal is not to minimize our impact on climate, but to maximize human flourishing by making sure we have the most 

livable climate possible. The best CO2policy must consider all the costs and benefits of CO2emissions: on the climate, on our ability to adapt to 

climate, on plant growth, and on the other vital benefits of abundant energy to human flourishing. A careful examination of these costs and 

benefits shows that we should be free to use fossil fuels to meet our energy needs while allowing CO2-free alternatives like nuclear, solar, and 

wind to compete on an even playing field.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mclv06jR_e0&index=2&list=PLLF4kBvOHH68ebdbauXox9huo65ocaXzE
https://lifepowered.org/the-us-is-the-top-producer-of-fossil-fuels/
https://lifepowered.org/fossil-fuels-contribute-to-human-flourishing/
https://lifepowered.org/policies-to-reduce-co2-emissions-are-ineffective/
https://lifepowered.org/carbon-tax-a-free-market-solution-to-climate-change/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahwMMVRqz90&index=4&list=PLLF4kBvOHH68ebdbauXox9huo65ocaXzE
https://lifepowered.org/challenges-for-100-renewable-energy/



